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SECTION I: SIGNIFICANT ORGANIZATIONAL ACTIVITIES

The 69th Maintenance Battalion (GS) was operational for 89 consecutive
days during the reporting period of 1 February 1967 to 30 April 1967.

With the advent of the Vietnamese TET Holiday period, security was in-
creased and the number of guards was doubled. No incidents occurred during
TET.

To increase security and communications the 510th Engineer ComparW (MDS)
cut a perimeter road along the ridgeline from the shop area to the depot road,
This is their sector of the defensive perimeter. All during the reporting
period significant improvements were made on the battalion defensive perimeter.
Barbed wire obstacles were strung, field fortifications were constructed and
fields of fire were cleared or improved. Wire communications were installed
to all unit command posts. The battalion completed and distributed a new de-
fense plan to all subordinate units. Two readiness tests were held to famili-
arize all personnel with the new defense plan. All personnel have been in-
structed to car.L7 *munition during these readiness tests. To increase the
readiness condition of the battalion and to improve unit responsiveness, units
were authorized to maintain their basic loads of Class I and V in * ton trail-t
ers parked in the motor pool.

On 2 March the battalion submitted an MTOE to USAD CRB for approval. It
was approved by USARV am) forwarded to USARPAC on 13 April 1967.

In the first week of March a plague apidemic occurred at Cam Ranh Bay.
All personnel were restricted to the pennisula, and military and civilian per-
sonnel were segregited. All personnel in the battalion were-revabeInated
against plague and were forbidden to gather in large groups. No member of
the battalion caught the plague.

The battalion placed the NCR 500 computer system into operation during
this period. With this system, we converted from manual to mechaftical stock
accounting. Many difficulties manifested themselves from the start. Certain
supported units had not submitted their PLL's nor their enuipment densities
thereby rendering the establishment of an accurate ASL impossible. The prob-
lem was solved by the initiation of a temporary policy of rejecting the req".
uisitions of the delinquent units until they submitted the required informa-
tion.

Another problem which plagued the NCR 500 section was an excessive amount
of machine inoperative time due to malfunctioning of one or another of its
components. The problem was traced to the fact that the equipment had not been
"de-bugged" at the factory, and that the maintenance man did not have any tech-

nical manuals. As soon as the manuals vere obtained, a significant decrease in
inoperational time was noted. The inoperational time dropped from over 33% in
February to only 4 hours in the month of April.
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The battalion provided the facilities and the material for a series of
classes on MWD's to the multifuel engine. lAl instruction was provided by
instructors from Continental Moto-rs and ATAC.

On 25 March the detachment o' the 129th Main Support Company which had
been at Phan Rang was returned, a i =,intenancQ responsibility for the south-
ern section of the support area wat turned over to the newly arrived 552nd
Light Maintenance Company at Phan Rang.

In line with the self-help program here at Cam Ranh Bay, the battalion
engaged in several construction projects. As the likelihood of mortar or
rocket attack grew due to increased enemy capability, a3ll units engaged in a
program of sandbagging their billet areas, All billets were sandbagged to a
height of one foot above bunk level and all units were advised to construct
bunkers or similar type facilities to provide protection against mortar attack.

The first softball field in the Cam Ranh Bay area was constructed by the
510th Engineer Company. A series of improvements on a recently vacated ava were
made in order to provide the best possible facilities for two new companiek.
expected to join the battalion after the reporting period. A new type kitchan
sump was designed by the battalion operations NCO and was approved for all
messhalls in the battalion. The first sump of this nature was constructed for
the messhall of one of the new companies.

On 12 April the Unit Utilization Roport was completed and approved. It
concluded, in essenne, that all units of this battalion were fully committed,
and that the battalion could not afford the loss of any portion of any unit
assigned or enroute.

The battalion has been notified to prepare plans for a new maintenance
facility at ORB Depot. If funds are received, this facility will be one of
the high priority tasks for which funds will be allocatod.
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SECTION II: COI-10iDRS OBSERVATIONS APOD RECOYMDATIONS

ART I: Observations (Lessons Learned)

Ito: Maintaining Direct Su -port Unit Integrity in an Overseas
Theater of Operations.

DisuD_: Prior to September 1966, three of the subordinate
Direct Support Units of this maintenance battalion were attempting to operate
as a consolidated direct support maintenance facility. Although consoli-
dated maintenance shop areas are common and effective in a static CONUS-type
situation where the TD can be tailored to the needs of the supported instal-
lation, TOE units, which frequently must move and take up new and different
support missions, are poor candidates or subjects for tailoring their personnel
and equipment structures to meet the requirements of one special, presumably
static, situation. The Cam Ranh Bay area is far from being a static situation.
Operational necessity dictates that supported units frequently deploy both to
and from this area. A TOE company is the smallest integral unit in the US Army
which permits its commander to manage three available resources; men, materiel,
and time; in order to best moot the varying needs of his support mission. A TOE
company also has, by its inherent structure, a reasonable and definite span of
control. If TOE companies preserve their unit integrity, a definite, responsive
span of control is available to the Battalion Commander.

In the situation which e:cisted prior to September 1966, a provisional
maintnance battalion supervised a consolidated automotive shop, 7-.E shop,
canvas repair shop, metal working shop, engineer equipmont shop, plus a mam-
moth consolidotid technical supply facility. The usual (in CONUS) advantage
of consolidation (personnel reductions) were immediately nullified by the cast-
in-concrete nature of MCLS and grade authorizations in TOE's. The disadvantages
were numerous. First and foremost was the fa.ct that the span of control for
the consolidated production control office was so large as to be unmanageable.
Since no one DSU was responsiblc for the support of any given customer unit,
there was no one person a customer could ask for help. Because more than half
the soldiers working in any given repair section were not under the usual 24
hour control of their section sergeant, morale was adversely affected and ab-
senteeism was prevalent. Since the admtinistrativo element was divorced from
the mission element, the xtission was more often than not slighted or even
severely impaired Oue to thu indiscriminate pulling of personnel for deteils.

Individual soldiers had lost the versatility required by their MOS, as
more often than not, they only performed one portion of the total spectrum of
the tasks required by their MOS. As a result, companies were incapable of
d3ploying quickly, and were they to have deployed, they would not have been
able to perform their missions.

In the consolidated technical sunply field, no company knew what its
ASL was, and as it turned out, all the editors were from one company, all
the parts clerks from another, and all the warehousemen and stock pickers
were from the remaining unit. In no way was any single company able to
operate as requir.d by its TOE, and if operational requirenients had required
that . company deploy olsewhcre, an ASL would have had to be deployed and
supply personnel cross-traincd, with a corresponding loss of time and rospons-
iveness in deployment of the unit.
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When the battalion conirander ordered a doconsolidation of those act-
ivities, despite the tremendous problems involved -.nd thu long hours of
extra training involved to roqualify personnel in their MOS's, almost im-
mediate results ware observed:

1. Com-Any comiandors regained 24 hour control of both their ad-
ministrative and mission elements.

2. Company commanders were able to flexibly manage their resources
in the performa.nce of an assigned mission and still complete necessary admin-
istrative details such as building billets.

3. The customer at last had a definite direct support uniIt with
which to deal for maintonanco, supply, and technical assistance.

4. 'Moraic of the individual soldier improved greatly as he now
worked for the sarae supervisor 24 hours a day and felt that his ch-.ncos for
promotion were just s good as every other man of his MO and rank.

5. Unit morale was onhracod by the achievement of moasuroable unit
goals.

6. The Bttalion Commndor had achieved a span of control which
his headquarters had boen designed by TOE to manago properly.

7. Three weeks after doconsolidation, a Light Maintenace Company
was suddenly roquirod to doploy. *It was able to do so in the allottcd time
with a minimum of difficulty. All concerned at the time voiced the convict-
ion that the restoration of the unit's capability to deploy successfully
had justified tho doconsolidation even without the other benefits which had
already evidenced themselves as outlined above.

Obagmtios: Direct Support Units should function as individual
TOE units to prsoerve unit integrity, to ?ivo higher commands operational flex-
ibility, and to obtain officiont operation from available rosourcos.

i 2J: Converting an in-country Direct Support unit to theCOSTAR concept.

------- io: A Direct Support Automotive Company of this battalion
was converted to a COSTAR "'in Sunport Company over 9 months ago. No provisions
for equipping the unit for its now oxpnnd d nission were apparently made, nor
were trained personnel to assume this mission furnishod in a timely manner.
After 9 months the unit is still incapable of pcrforming its complete TOE mis-
sion for l-tch of tools and trained personnel.

MO rvtzons" Units being organized tunder the COSTAR concept
should bo so org-nized and equipped in CONT, run through a training cycle there
and then deployed. Units should not bo reorganized in this theater of operations

Z' as the supply and personnel replacctent chnnnols are already overworked and
caimot respond to this additional roquiromont with sufficient spcod.
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JyttM:. Ec ssivc non-oporationnal time of tho NCR '00 computer
system.

_O - CR 500 systom of this battalion oxporionced
excessive nonoporational timc due to lack of the usual factory "do-bugging"
period and to a delay in availability of technical ina0r:Is to the assigned
maintenance man. 1"hon the mn'iuals woro obtained, this system stayed opor.n.-
tional for significantly longer periods of tinie.

Obsorvations: Proper technical manuals should be provided when-
over any new piece of oquipment is fielded. The more complex the equipment,
the more urgent is the need for the proper manuals.

Ito: N-od for coordination between DSU's and custo-ir udits.

Discussion: Conversion from manual stock accounting to the
NOR 500 computerized system was considorably delayed by lack of information
concerning the custonor units' PLL's and equipment densities. The information
was essential in order to establish an accurate ASL. The problem was solved
by rejecting requisitions from units until an improvcd PLL and equipmont den-
sity listing was submittod.

2Osrvations: Close coordination between DSU's and customer units
is absolutely ossontial in order to insure that m,.ximtm effective supply support
is randoret

;_AQ: Field Sanitation - Disposal of Liquid Wastes

D cji: In sr.ndy soil, such :,s that of Co. Ranh peninsula,
"permanent" kitchen suips froquontly become watorloggcd and clogged, nocessit-
ating construction of another sump. If pains are taken to construct adequate
and effoctive rgrcso traps, C. major cauo of clogging can be eliminated. Groaso
traps should be based on the siphon principle, and arrangod in a sories. A
minimum of two such traos is suzgostad. Grease traps should be Large enough
to allow the offluont to cool thoroughly and. to slow the flow rate of the
effluent, In order that the groeao wil. coa gulato and float to the surface and
that the solid wastes wUJ.l 1cttlo to the bottom. Grease traps should be
cleaned frequently. The sump box should he of sufficient volume to accomodate
the quantity of wastcs involved, and should be revottod or sheathed and shored
to prevent sand from washing in from the sides. The bottom should be loft open.
The sump may b filled with clean trap rocl , crushed tin cans, bottles or simi-
lar media to provide suracc. for bacteri.l growth. A cover should be provided
to c::cludc vermin, and if the sump is to be buried, a layer of barrier paper
should be placed on top of the filler matorial to prevent the sand from in-
filtrating the media. It is wise to install a length of pipe extending to
the bottom of the sump at the time of construction to allow the sump to be
pumped out at a later d.ate. If two sumps are available, each should be em-
ployad on alternate days.



Observations: Proper sumps can significantly reduce health -
hasards and, if properly constructed, remain operational indefinitely.

[Item: Excessive Delay in Postal Service to customer units.

Discussion: Many times there is excessive delay in the postal
service between Direct Support organizations and their customer units. This
delay is often a result of the use of improper APO numbers on correspondence.

Observations: DS units should periodically verify the APO numbers
of their customer units by checking with their servicing AyiV Postal Units.
If an incorrect APO number is used the letter must be referred to directory
service, which greatly complicates postal services and results in lost time.
In addition to the above, the custoner Units should be informed of the correct
mailing address of their DSU.

Item- Organizational Ernipment Deadline.

Discussion: During the past quarter the eauipment deadline rate
has been significantly reduced by extensive utilization of unit customer -
liaison teams as well as on-site field maintenance contact teams, both in the
immediate geographical area of field maintenance shops and the supported unit's
forward tactical position. Particular attention has been placed on inspecting
and repairing all ecuipment in the hands of the troops returning from tactical
locations to base camps. The effectiveness of this program was noted when
combat elements of an aviation battalion were provided this service. In one
assault helicopter company 31 of 22 vehicles and 5 of 6 generators were found
to be in an unserviceable/marginal condition and were replaced with new eauip-
ment.

Observations: Incresaed effort in customer service and the ear-
liest possible technical inspection of eouipment in the hands of using units
as well as repair and replacement of unserviceable euipment improves the
overall readiness of eouipment and combat posture of tactical organisationi.

Item: Personnel Turbulence

Discussion: Field maintenance shop operations are often affected
by loss of skilled technical personnel due to rotation, emergency leave, and/

or assignment to Forward Support Area contact teams, causing a void in the
unit's base shop. By utilizing a constant cross training program for avail-
able personnel it has been found that engineer, refrigeration, materials hand-
ling equipment, and automotive mechanics possess similar skills and can ouickly
learn to repair other similar types of ecuipment after a short on-the-job
training period.

Observations: Direct support units' field maintenance capbili-
ties have been significantly improved by cross training skilled technical
personnel in repair technioues of other similar type ecuipment.

Item: Broken windshields on M151 ton utility trucks.

Discussion: It has been noted that numerous windshields of M151
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trucks have been broken when the passenger seat is pulled forward to allow
rear seat passengers to enter or exit the vehicle, or when it is pulled
forward to service the batteries.

Observations: Operators should excercise more caution when

raising the seat.

Item: Excessive reauests for replacement of seals.

Discussion: Recent lubrication orders state that 'When a safe
level of lubricant within a gear housing is indicated at scheduled lubrica-
tion, the lubricant retaining seal is functional even though the seal may
indicate questionable leakage. When seepage or leakage of lubricant adverse-
ly affects the proper function of parts in the area (e.g., brakes), the re-
taining seal is non-functional regardless of lubricant level."t Units are re-
cuesting that many seals be replaced even though DA Form 2408-1 (Daily) in-
dicates that no oil has been added to gear case between scheduled lubrication
service.

Observations: Inspectors should consult the DA Form 2408-1 for

lubricant uta- o prior to reauesting seal replacement.

Item: Steering pump on 5 ton M-series trucks.

Discussion: Numerous 5 ton M-series trucks are being job ordered
into support maintenance for inoperative steering pumps. In.marq instances
the power steering pump lines are merely loose, causing the pump to malfunctiQn.

Observations: Before job ordering a 5 ton vehicle into support
maintenance for a defective power steering pump, the organizational mechanic
should check the power steering pump lines to insure tightness.

Item: Audio connectors on new series radios.

Discussion: Audio connectors on the new series radios have been
shorting out and have been requiring replacement. Due to the humid weather
of this area, moisture accumulates in the audio connectors. This water forms
a conductor which shorts the closely placed wires in the conductor.

Observations: The user should wrap the conneeter with tape. This
prevents moisture from entering and greatly reduces the problem.

Item: Frozen joints on vehicular mounted radio tntennas.

Discussion: Due to the higher humidity and corrosive properties
of the air, joints on vehicle radio antennas have a tendency to corrode and
freeze, rendering them impossible to separate.

Observations. Each joint should be separated, cleaned, and lubri-
cated weekly.
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-Item: DtE Tractor (full tracked)

Discussion: A recent survey conducted by this headquarters re-
vealed that the hydraulic lines going from the scraper control valve panel to
the hyraulic tank are experiencing malfunction (cracks have been developing
armund the flange going into the tank) due to excessive vibration forces, which
are inherent to normal operation of the D7E.

Observations: Installing a support bracket (field fix) to the
scraper control valve to give it added support has kept the vibration down
to a minimum and has temporarily solved the problem.

It has been noted that the vibrational forces on the tractor can be kept
to a minimum if the track adjustments are kept to the specifications statedI in TM 5-2410-214-12, page 43, figure 27, and if the bolts on the universal
joint between the transmission input shaft and the torque divider output shaft
are kept tight.

te American Cranes.

Discussion: During the last quarter, the Engineer DS Company of
this battalion has replaced a number of transmissions in American Cranes.
Failure was due to loose mounting bolts where the transmission connects to
the flywheel housing. The loose mounting bolts allow the transmission to move
up and down during stops, starts, and gear changes causing the corners of the
transmission to crack.

Observations: Periodic checks of these mountings (twice weekly)
by organizational maintenance personnel would eliminate this problem and would
result in a great savin-, t.;'t4 tjb'oi=t.

Item: Military Standard Model Generators

Discussion: It has been noted by our Engineer Inspectors that a
number of Military Standard Model generators (Model lAOS-III-li HP and Model
2AO16-III-3 HP) coming to support m.intenance are in need of lubricant change
in the crankcase. TM 5-2805-208-14, dated Aug 65, states that the crankcase
oil should be drained and refilled every 25 hours. This figure (25 hours) is
for generators operating under ideal conditions and is the maximum the generator
should be allowed to operate. The operating conditions here in Vietnam (CRB),
are far from ideal and it is our experience that the oil should be changed
more often.

Observations: The crankcase oil in military standard model
generators should be changed after every 8 to 12 hours of operation.

Item: Reaction ;ime of Department of the Army Assistance Teams

Discussion: Quite often this unit and others in Cam Ranh Bay
have bcn visited by DA assistance teams whose mission was to solve some prcb-
lem which hvid occurred some 6 to 9 months before. In each instance the prob-
lem had long since been resolved. In one case a team expressed surprise that
supplies were stored in an efficient and modern depot complex, rather than
strewn all over the beoch as they had been led to believe was the case.
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Observations: If Department of the Army cannot react and send
assistance teams within two weeks of the time they were requested, it should
send no team at all. Units in Vietnam, through necessity, are quite capable
of resolving pressing problems thwmselves.

Item: Forecasting Support Maintenance Load

Discussion: The supply system is not as responsive to the
procurement of repair parts for certain high-failure mission essential items,
such as the 5 ton truck tractor, as it should be. In order to keep these
items from'remaining deadlined beyond acceptable limits, it is necessary to
insure that repair parts are on order in time to arrive as soon as or shortly
after they are needed. Red Ball Expanded provides for requisitioning channels
for parts for initkoent deadlines. To predict the probability of a heavy
workload one morely has to determine the peak activity periods of the trans-
portation truck units in the area, and add about 5 days.

Observations: DSU shop officers should mintain close and
constant liaison with the operations sections of their transportation truck
company customers in order to accurately predict peak workload periods in
advance.

PART II: Recommendations

i. That all Direct Support Units bv permitted to function as
individual TOE units. Besides preserving unit integrity and assuring the best,
most flexible possible mintenance support, it allows a unit to deploy readily.

B. That all Department of the Army assistance teams be dispatched
to RVN within two weeks of initial request. If such teams cannot be dispatched
withinatuoweek time frame, they should not he dispatched at all. Units in
Vietnam, through necessity, are quite capable of resolving pressing problems by
their own devices.

C. That units being organizad under the COST R concept be so
organized, equipped, and trained in CONUS. This would prevent the population
of this theater of operations 1iy underequipped, untrained, Direct Support Units
which are incapable of performing -all elements of their assigned missions.

9. . . . . .



SECTION III: R IZTO RUTJ,

69TH AlINTBMJNCE, B-,TTL10N (GS)

BEh.DQURuRs & fM'DQURTFR D2ETiCfH1,NT
128TH SIGNAL OompAIjy()).

129TH MAIN SUPPORT COMAN~Y
135TH HE~AVY± EQUIPMNT WINTENji1,C COMpjMg (GS)
5-10TH MiGlImME COMplAhy (14hmNT) (DS)

L. CONRAD DAVIS
LTC., OrdC
Ccrmarliang
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FE(A 0ero~~-6 4  otfor -,.uarter).y ?eriod - nding 30 )yrJ. 1967

US 'x.f 220." A H 1,- i?0 96312 1 2MAY 0

TO:- Coxianding Officer, US Army, Support Commaand, Cam. ±Aanh Bay, A2W:
AVC. C?-10, .1-10 906312

Subject report frorm the.690th >'aintenance Battalion (03) h..s been
reviewed by this headqueaters. It a.~equatel.[ reflects significant events
in that battalion for the reportin& pox4 d.

cc. :1C:-I.r:DA. (2 copesiled direct)



AWCA CR-10 (5 Na!y 67) 2d Ind
SL'BJMT: Oarational Ieport for 42-arterly ?1eriod 7ndinr 30 April 1967

(RCs CSFO- 6 : otCradCa ah)aAO %3 2 2J ~

Headquarters, UC3 Armq tpotCoxy a -ay P U 9
TIMU: Co-v~anding- General, 1st Lo-istical Coruiand, AX0 96307

Corna-ndin- General, US Array 'Vietnani, .1.17 L"0307
Oomander-in-Chief, US Arry Ytcific, A20 96558~

;.: ssistant Chief o-F' Staff' for 2orce Develon-mont, Dowartnent of' thie
Army, "Jashington, -D.C. 20310

The inclosed OCrational ne-port s t by. the 69th :'--intenrnce
Pattalion (CoS) adequately reflccts the activities of t'heo twit for -'.he
.'erio4 indicated.

FOR2 TI-E CO.ILVIDD-2

1 d InlI DM LEE
ASST AG
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2 5 JUN, 1967
CVOA GC-O (5 May 1967) 3d imd

SUBJECT: Operational Repcrt for Quarterly Period Ending 30 April 1967
(RS rI'cSFO 65)

HUDQUARTLRS, IST LOGISTICitL COT AND, APO 96307

TO: Deputy Commanding General, US Army Vietnam, ATTN: AVHGC-DH, APO 96307

1. The Operational Report-Lessons Learned submitted by the 69th
Maintenance Battalion for the quarterly period ending 30 April 1967 is
forwarded.

2. Reference page 4, first item, and page 9, paragraph C:

a. Concur with the statement that units organized under the
C0STAR concept should be so organized, equipped, trained, and be required
to pass an Army Training Test in CONUS and then be deployed to perform
a mission.

b. Non-concur with the statement that units should not be
reorganized under the X.STAR concept within a theater of operations.
Units are continually being reorganized for increased effectiveness based
on experience gained. The fact that a unit is presently in a theater of
operations should not be the governing factor as to whether a unit should
or should not reorganize if it would increase the unit's effectiveness.
A major reorganization such as from a purely technical service mission to
one of a COSTAR concept requires planning and certain actions to be performed,
such as the acquisition of equipment and skills and the transfer of equip-
ment and skills, in most instances this can be accomplished by the transfer
of equipment and skills between the units affected within the same theater
of operations waithout placing a requirewent on CONUS resources. '74en this
is not possible due to the lack of compatible units, requisitions must be
submitted immediately for personnel who can not be easily cross trained
and for equipment peculiar to the added mission.

c. Recoaniend that CONUS agencies responsible for deploying units
be assured that units are equipped and properly trained prior to deployment.

d. The reporting headquarters was informed to folLow up on
equipment and personnel requisitions.

3. Reference page 5, first item: Concur. The commodity manager for
this item should insure that the proper technical maintenance manuals are
included with the N'h 500 computer system prior to shipment to a customier.

4. Reference page 6, last item: Non-concur. Four M151 vehicles were
inspected to ascertain if this condition exists. In each case the minimum
distance between the top of the seat back and the windshield, with the seat
tipped forw,?rd for rear passenger unloading, was 4 inches. An investigation
should be made to determine other causes for windshield breakage. The 69th
Maintenance Battalion was informed through tht Cam Ranh Bay Support Command.



AVCA GO-O 3d Ind
SUBJ!CT: Operaticnal Report. or Quartarly Period Ending 30 April 1967

(RCs CSFOR 65)

5. Reference page 7, third item: Non-concur.

a. Moisture will not short out connectors.

b. The improper assembly of the connector will cause a short within
the connector.

c. The reporting headquarters will be informed through the Cam
Ranh Bay Support Command.

6. Reference page 7, last item:

a. Non-concur with the observation stated as pertains to lub-
rication of antenna joints. Concur on that portion of the observation
which states that antenna joints be cleaned weekly.

b. Lubrication of the antenna joints will effect the performance
of the antenna.

c. Antenna joints should be cleaned by the use of a wire brush
and kept dry.

d. The reporting headquarters will be informed of proper organ-
izational maintenance of antennas through the Cam Ranh Bay Support Command.

7. Reference page 8, last item, and page 9, paragraph B:

a. Concur on that portion of the observations stated which
pertains to the reaction time of DA Assistance Teams. Non-concur on the
statement that personnel wLthin units in Viebnam are quite capable of
solving pressing problems of a highly technical natureo DA has fully
qualified personnel who are will trained in their specific speciality.
These personnel should be called on for assistance when the maintenance
unit has a requirement.

b. Higher headquarters should react to requests for assistance
from units in Vietnam within a time frame which would meet the needs of

the requesting unit.

8. The 89th Maintenance Battalion engaged in combat service support
for 89 days during the reporting period.

14



:, \ 2 SJU ,1967

AVCA GC-O (5 May 1967) 3d Ind
SUBJECT: Operational Report for Quarterly Period 'nding 30 April 1967

(RcCS c-TOR 65)

9. Concur with basic report as modified by indorsements. The report
is considered adequate,

FOR T1E CONMNDER:

T1-;L: Lynx 782/430 fMa S. O'I'If. I1w1 Inc1 Acting Auit AG

no



AVHGC-DST (5 May 67) Sth IndF9
SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for the Period Ending30 April 1967 (RCS CSFOR-65) (U)

K-,A tUAR TBRS, UNITED 5TATLS ARM- VIETNAMp APO San Francisco 96375 " "

TO: Comnander in Chief, United States Army, Pacific, ATTN: GPOP-OT,
APO 96558

I. This headquarters has reviewed the Operational Report-Lessons
Learned for the period ending 30 April 1967 from Headquarters, 69th
Maintenance Battalion (GS) as indorsed.

2. Pertinent comments follow:

a. Reference item concerning converting in-country D/S unit to
the COSTAR concept, Section I1, part Is page 4; Section II, part II, para-
graph C, page 9 and paragraph 2b, 3rd Indorsement: Concur with comments
outlined in 3rd Indorsement.

b. Reference item concerning DA assistance teams, Section II,
part I, pages 8 and 9; Section II, part II, paragraph B, page 9 and para-
graph 7, 3rd Indorsement; Concur in unit recomiendation; however, to
recruit and process teams within the suggested time frame is not realis-
tic. Securing a port call is one of the major processing problems in
CON0US, and recent arrivals have indicated that a 30 to 60 day time frame
is noniial. If the DA teams were accorded a higher priority at DA level
the response time could be reduced accordingly and in all probability the
two week-time frame could be met. It is agreed that as a stop gap mea-
sure, i iprovisations and field fixes can be used to resolve some immediate
pressing problems; however, as stated in 3rd Indorsement, units are not
always capable of solving problems of a highly technical nature.

c. Reference item concerning DS unit3 functioning as individual
TOE units, Section II, part II, paragraph a, page 9: Concur) however,
this is a commanders prerogative. Other battalion commanders desire to
and do run consolidated shops. The statements concerning lack of integ-
rity and inflexibility of TOE organization are valid. Saigon Support
Co-wmand apprised USARPAC reoresentatives of this problem in December 1966.

d. Reference item concerning audio connectors, section II, part

I, page 7 and paragraph 5, 3rd Indorse-.ent: Concur in unit observation.

The unit has been requected to submit an EIR concerning the shorting of
wires in audio connectors of the new series radios. In addition, USAECOH

aii



AVHGC-DST (5 May 67) 4th Ind
SUbJLCT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for the Period Ending

30 April 1967 (RCS CSFOR-65) (U)

Field Office, Vietnam has been requested to assist in isolating the pro-
blem and to make recorutendations for product improvement.

e. Reference item concerning frozen joints on vehicular mount-
ed radio antennas, Section 11, part I, page 7 and paragraph 6, 3rd
Indorsement. Concur with unit observation. Action has been initiaed
to publicize the need for frequent preventive mainten nce on vehicular
radio antennas.

f. Reference item concerning broken windshields on 1.151 , ton
trucks, section 1i, part I, pages 6 and 7, and paragraph 4, 3d indorse-
.nient: Concur in unit observation. M151 ton trucks are equipped with
both adjustable and non-adjustable type passenger front seats. *hen the
adjustable seat is j.Loved to the extreLe forward position and raised writh
force it is possiole to break the windshield. This will occur uore
easily when the cover and paQding on the top of the seat back is worn and/
or torn. The Director of Laintenance, 1st Loristic-a Co;z.iand has been
inf rmLed of this problem. Precautionary :measures to .reclude broken
windshields will be published in the USARV haintenance Inforration Su 'tary.

FOR Ti' CO,..x.,hif Dut:

I Incl |.

nc

.U ,' ,, .'t
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:"P-DT (5 May 67) 5th Ind
SUB3JECT: Operational Report for the Quarterly Period Ending 30 April 1967

from HQ, 69th Maint Bn (GS) (RCS CSFOR-65)

11Q, US ARMY, PACIFIC, APO San Francisco 96558 2 OCT 1967
TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of theI Army, Washington, D. C. 20310

This headquarters has evaluated subject report and forwarding
indorsements and concurs in the report as indorsed.

FOR THE COMMkNDER IN1 CHIEF:

K. F. OSBOURN
1 Incl MAJ, AGC
nc Asst AG


